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ABSTRACT 

The “privacy by design” philosophy addresses privacy 

aspects early in the design and development of an 

information system. While privacy by design solutions often 

provide considerable advantages over “post hoc” privacy 

solutions, they are usually not customized to the needs of 

individual users. Further, research shows that users differ 

substantially in their privacy management strategies. Thus, 

how can we support such broad privacy needs in a 

comprehensive and user-centered way? This paper presents 

the idea of user-tailored privacy by design, a design 

methodology that combines multiple privacy features into a 

single intelligent user interface. We discuss how this 

methodology moves beyond the “one-size-fits-all” approach 

of existing privacy by design solutions and the narrow focus 

on information disclosure of existing user-tailored privacy 

solutions. We illustrate our approach through an 

implementation of user-tailored privacy by design within 

Facebook based on six privacy management profiles that 

were discovered in recent work, and subsequently extend this 

idea to the context of the Total Learning Architecture (TLA), 

which is a next generation learning platform that uses 

pervasive user monitoring to provide highly adaptive 

learning recommendations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Privacy by design (or PbD; see [9] for an overview) is a 

design philosophy in which privacy aspects are addressed 

early in the system design and development process, rather 

than after the system has been developed (“post hoc 

privacy”). While post hoc privacy solutions typically try to 

mitigate privacy problems that exist within a system, privacy 

by design tries to avoid problems from occurring at all [46]. 

Some recent criticisms of the PbD philosophy is that some of 

the principles are simply too vague to implement in practice 

[49]  and that, while putting privacy at the forefront of 

design, PbD does not address variations in the privacy needs 

of all users. 

Research shows that users differ substantially in the 

strategies they use for managing their online privacy [63–

66]. Therefore, a key research question posed by this 

research is whether it possible to move the PbD philosophy 

beyond the a one-size-fits-all approach to provide more 

tailored support for these different privacy management 

strategies? In this paper we propose User-Tailored Privacy 

by Design, a design methodology that combines multiple 

privacy features (such as withholding information, blocking, 

and selective sharing) in an intelligent system that can tailor 

these features to best support users’ preferred privacy 

management strategies. 

Building upon recent work that identifies six Facebook 

privacy management profiles [63], our work describes 

Facebook re-designs for each profile, and suggest a way in 

which these re-designs can be adapted to the user’s profile 

on the fly. Furthermore, in an effort to extend these findings 

and ideas to a domain beyond Facebook, we also apply user-

tailored Privacy by design to develop guidelines for the 

“Total Learning Architecture” that is being developed by the 

Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative [44].  

Our work concludes with a discussion of methods for 

discovering the user’s privacy management profile, as well 

as alternative adaptation strategies that attempt to move users 

beyond their current strategy. 

RELATED WORK 

In this section we cover existing research focused on 

networked privacy, privacy by design, and user-tailored 

privacy, and identify the gaps in this research that our work 

attempts to cover. 
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Managing Networked Privacy 

Networked privacy is a complex topic that has broad 

implications for all users, ranging from influencing their 

usage and acceptance of various online platforms, such as 

Social Networking Sites (SNS) [8,12,16,62], to altering their 

intended interactions with others as well as their outcomes or 

goals [62]. Given the impetus privacy has on outcomes end 

users want to achieve (or risks they prefer to avoid), it is 

reasonable that users and researchers alike devote 

considerable discourse to the topic of privacy protection 

[5,33,41,51]. Even though users often report being highly 

concerned about their privacy [6,12,16], many users still 

seem to misunderstand their own privacy settings [51], while 

others continue to use online platforms despite expressing 

negative privacy experiences [6]. 

Alternatively, even when many online platforms give users 

the ability to maintain their preferred privacy settings [24], 

users do not always exercise this option in way that is 

consistent with their self-reported desires [33]. For instance, 

Facebook gives comprehensive privacy control to users, but 

users rarely take advantage of all of the privacy features 

available to them [11,63]. Yet, researchers continue to 

attempt to alleviate users’ privacy concerns by trying to give 

users more control over what data they wish to share, and by 

providing them with more information about the 

implications of their decisions [1,5,36,41,53]. These 

researchers have argued that such control and transparency 

mechanisms empower users to regulate their privacy at their 

desired levels [10,33,67], especially when these mechanisms 

are carefully integrated into the system and support a 

plethora of privacy management strategies [65]. However, 

the complexity of most socio-technical systems makes 

increasing transparency and control an unwieldy solution; 

for instance, Facebook’s privacy controls have been labeled 

“labyrinthian” by Consumer Reports [12]. 

As such, networked privacy researchers continue to try to 

find a mag cic bullet; some researchers have explored using 

privacy nudging to relieve some of the burden of privacy 

decision-making from users. Carefully designed nudges 

make it easier for people to make the right choice, without 

limiting their ability to choose freely [54]. Example nudges 

include justifications [2,7,27,40], defaults [2,23,26,31], 

sentiment and audience feedback, and timers [55,56]. A 

problem with these nudges is that their “one-size-fits-all” 

approach makes normative assumptions about the value of 

privacy [49], taking a paternalistic stance that implicitly 

reduces users’ control over their privacy settings [52]. 

Privacy by Design 

The question remains: How should privacy solutions for 

networked technologies address the complexity of privacy 

control, without falling into the trap of overly paternalistic 

nudges? A popular solution to this problem is Privacy by 

Design (PbD), a set of design principles revolving around the 

idea that it is better to build privacy into the core 

functionality of a system, rather than adding information and 

control mechanisms at the end of the development process. 

Existing privacy by design implementations demonstrate 

that building privacy into the core of a system allows users 

to protect their privacy in more diverse and more intuitive 

ways than a traditional “sharing matrix” in which users 

specify who gets to see what [20,32,38]. 

While PbD has gained considerable interest among privacy 

researchers, it is not without criticism. One critique is that 

the methodology often too abstract and thus hard to 

implement in a specific context [50]. Part of this critique 

relates to the lack of a broader integration with other 

considerations that need to be addressed in the software 

development cycle [48], but an arguably more important part 

of it relates to the difficulty of creating a design solution that 

is suitable for all users of a system. In fact, one of the most 

cited results in privacy research is the finding that people 

differ extensively in their desire for privacy [17,18,58,59]; 

yet, this is not addressed by PbD. Worse yet, research shows 

that users’ disclosure behavior is multi-dimensional [28] 

(i.e., users differ not just in the amount of information that 

they disclose, but also in the kind of information that they are 

most and least likely to disclose), and that they employ 

inherently different strategies to limit their disclosure [65]. 

Given this heterogeneity of users’ privacy preferences [47], 

a user-tailored approach to privacy is preferred. 

User-Tailored Privacy 

In contrast to the nudging and PbD research, user-tailored 

privacy solutions (for an overview see [25]) acknowledge the 

wide variety in users’ privacy preferences, and attempt to 

automatically tailor the privacy settings of the system to fit 

these preferences. While user-tailored privacy is a nascent 

area of research, several researchers have demonstrated its 

potential benefit. In the area of location sharing, 

Ravichandran et al. [42] demonstrated that a small number 

of default policies can accurately capture most users’ 

location-sharing preferences. Similarly, in the area of 

smartphone app permissions, Liu et al. [35] show that three 

profiles may be sufficient to capture users’ permission 

preferences (they later developed an approach with 7 profiles 

[34]). Finally, in an SNS context, Fang and LeFevre [13] 

demonstrate how a “privacy wizard” can simplify privacy 

settings in a way that is simple to understand and use, while 

Watson et al. [57] find that using multiple default settings 

does not significantly improve their fit beyond a single, 

optimized default setting.  

Beyond profiles, some existing work has developed and 

evaluated more advanced, personalized techniques to predict 

the privacy settings of each individual user. Sadeh et al. [45] 

use a k-nearest neighbor approach to predict location-sharing 

preferences, while Pallapa et al. [39] leverage users’ 

interaction history to determine the privacy required in future 

user-to-user sharing situations.  

In summarizing these works, a common theme emerges in 

that most of the user-tailored privacy research mainly 

focuses on personalized approaches to managing information 



disclosures and/or selective information sharing through 

friend lists or circles. This work thus ignores the fact that 

users of systems developed using the privacy by design 

philosophy have the ability to employ privacy management 

behaviors that go beyond selective information sharing. For 

example, in the case of SNSs, Wisniewski et al. [24,61] 

demonstrate that users can also manage their privacy in terms 

of relational boundaries (e.g. friending and unfriending), 

territorial boundaries (e.g., untagging or deleting unwanted 

posts by others), network boundaries (e.g. hiding one’s 

friend list from others), and interactional boundaries (e.g. 

blocking other users or hiding one’s online status to avoid 

unwanted chats). These privacy behaviors extend beyond the 

sharing matrix—they are enabled in Facebook’s interface by 

a variety of designed privacy features.  

Indeed, Wisniewski et al.’s subsequent work on these 

privacy behaviors demonstrates that users substantially differ 

in the extent to which they use each behavior [63–66]. Con-

sequently, we argue that user-tailored privacy should move 

beyond user-tailored settings for managing information 

disclosure, towards tailoring the design of the interface itself. 

In traditional user-tailored privacy, adaptation is applied 

exclusively to the “sharing matrix”—the specification of 

what should be shared with (and/or withheld from) whom. 

Once the profiles have been determined, the implementation 

of the adaptation is somewhat trivial: it is merely a user-

tailored specification of the settings in the sharing matrix. 

Tailoring the design of the interface itself is a much more 

complex matter, which requires aspects taken from nudging, 

such as hiding, highlighting, or improving the accessibility 

of privacy by design functionality in line with each user’s 

unique privacy management strategy. 

In this paper we attempt to take on this task using “user-

tailored privacy by design” (UTPbD); a design methodology 

that combines the positive aspects of nudging and 

transparency and control. Specifically, we acknowledge the 

evidence that different users learn and interact with SNSs 

differently [65,66], leverage existing research that structures 

these different privacy management strategies [63], and use 

nudging (by changing the salience and defaults of certain 

privacy controls) as a means to support these strategies. 

 

Figure 1: The User-Tailored Privacy by Design framework 

We apply our UTPbD framework to by creating user-tailored 

Facebook redesigns for an existing classification of 

Facebook users [63]. Furthermore, we use the same 

classification as personas in the development of privacy 

features for the Total Learning Architecture (TLA). 

USER-TAILORED PRIVACY BY DESIGN FRAMEWORK 

In this section, we develop a generalizable framework for the 

implementation of user-tailored privacy by design that 

researchers and practitioners can use as a design 

methodology for their own systems (see Figure 1). This 

design methodology combines privacy by design and user-

tailored privacy in an attempt to solve the shortcomings of 

each of these individual approaches to privacy. Specifically, 

we introduce adaptiveness to privacy by design, thereby 

moving beyond its one-size-fits-all nature, and we apply 

user-tailored privacy to a wider set of privacy features, 

thereby moving beyond its focus on selective information 

sharing. Our design methodology consists of two steps: 

creating user profiles and tailoring privacy by design to these 

profiles. The profiling step is adapted from Knijnenburg et 

al. [28,30]; the tailoring step is an original contribution. Each 

step is explained in more detail below. 

Creating User Profiles 

The first step is to develop a classification of users, resulting 

a set of privacy profiles (Figure 1, left). Profiling is an 

increasingly popular practice in the field of usable privacy 

[3,4], and we adapt the methods developed by Knijnenburg 

et al. [28,30] to create these profiles. 

User profiling starts by identifying the privacy features 

available in the application. Researchers should be careful to 

not just focus on features that give users control over their 

disclosure boundaries (i.e. the sharing matrix), but also the 

features that given them control over relational, territorial, 

network, and interactional boundaries [24,61]. Identifying a 

broad variety of privacy features will elevate the final 

solution beyond user-tailored sharing settings to an actual 

user-tailored privacy by design solution. 

The next activity is to survey users of the application 

regarding their use of these privacy behaviors. Ideally, a 

usage extent (e.g. “How often do you use this feature?” — 

1 = Never, 7 = Always) is measured for each feature. The 

answers to the survey are then submitted to an Exploratory 

and Confirmatory Factor Analysis procedure in order to 

reduce their dimensionality (see [28,63] for technical 

details). This creates a higher-level set of “privacy activities” 

(e.g. on Facebook: Timeline moderation), each consisting of 

a number of related privacy behaviors (e.g. deleting content 

from one’s Timeline, hiding a story on one’s Timeline, and 

reporting Timeline posts as spam). 

Finally, these privacy activities are submitted to a Mixture 

Factor Analysis procedure, which classifies users into 

distinct classes based on their activities (see [28,63] for 

technical details). The activity pattern in each class describes 

a privacy profile. In most cases, one can assign a meaningful 



label to these profiles, too (e.g. a profiles in which “limiting 

access” and “withholding info are the most prominent 

activities can be labeled as the “self-censor” profile). 

Tailoring Privacy by Design to User Profiles 

The second step is to develop privacy by design solutions 

that fit each of the identified profiles (Figure 1, right). There 

are two ways to apply user-tailored privacy by design: direct 

application and extrapolated application. 

In a direct application, the privacy controls of the system for 

which the profiles were developed are tailored in a way that 

changes their salience or default setting depending on the 

profile of the current user. This is the most straightforward 

application of user-tailored privacy by design, because there 

is a direct mapping between profiles and features: profiles 

are defined by increased (or sometimes decreased) privacy 

activities (e.g. “self-censors” on Facebook may be more 

likely to withhold information and limit access to their 

content), activities consist of underlying behaviors (e.g. 

limiting access may consist of reducing the visibility of 

Timeline posts, or posts on others’ Timelines in which the 

user is tagged), and each behavior is implemented by an 

existing feature (e.g. Facebook has a specific control for 

reducing the default visibility of posts on the user’s 

Timeline). Research on information disclosure shows that 

the salience [14,21,22,29,67] and default setting [26,37] of 

privacy controls significantly influences users’ engagement 

with such controls. User-tailored privacy by design can thus 

be implemented for each profile by emphasizing features that 

are more likely to be used by users with that profile, which 

will make this behavior easier to engage in. 

When user-tailored privacy is implemented effectively, the 

system will tailor its interface to the privacy profile of the 

user. How does the system assign the correct privacy profile 

to the current user? There are multiple ways of doing this. 

The simplest method is to allow the user to simply select the 

profile themselves. This will work best if there is a limited 

number of profiles, each with a semantically descriptive 

label. Another method is to simply try certain profiles, and 

observe to which profile application the user reacts most 

favorably (this is akin to the idea of “website morphing” [19] 

or “bandit testing” [60]). A more sophisticated method 

assign users to profiles based on demographics (cf. [28], 

provided that users disclose these demographics, of course). 

Finally, the most sophisticated technique tracks users’ 

privacy behaviors as they use the system, and then assigns a 

profile dynamically (cf. [25]). In the examples we present 

below, we stop short of implementing one of these tailoring 

procedures. Instead, we focus on creating designs that make 

it easier to engage in the behaviors related to each profile. 

This brings up the question: Why not circumvent the 

adaptiveness altogether, and make all behaviors easier to 

engage in for every user? First of all, emphasizing all 

possible privacy management features of a system would 

significantly clutter its interface and spoil its design 

aesthetic—this is something that we expect only the users 

with the most privacy-sensitive profile are willing to put up 

with. Secondly, due to the persuasive nature of salience and 

default settings, an undue emphasis on all available privacy 

management features would inadvertently “nudge” users to 

engage in more (and/or different) privacy-related behaviors 

than they normally would, thereby tipping the privacy-

functionality balance unduly towards privacy. Indeed, 

Sunstein and Thaler (authors of the seminal work on nudging 

[54]) argue that developers/designers have a moral 

obligation to implement nudges in a balanced manner [52]. 

Aside from direct application of user-tailored privacy, our 

methodology also allows for extrapolated application. In 

extrapolated application, the user profiles identified in one 

system are used as “personas” to the develop privacy design 

guidelines for a different system (often a system that is new, 

or not yet implemented) that has (or is envisioned to have) 

similar privacy features. Personas are a design tool first 

introduced by Cooper as a means to focus design practice on 

key segments of the audience of a system. Like profiles, 

personas are an increasingly popular tool in the field of 

usable privacy [3,4]. Personas serve a more conceptual 

purpose compared to profiles—this is necessary because 

there may not be a direct mapping between the privacy 

functionality of the system on which the profiles are based, 

and the system to which these profiles are subsequently 

applied. As such, the extrapolated application of privacy 

profiles in new or not yet implemented systems often takes 

the form of design guidelines for privacy by design features 

that may or may not be tailored to the user. 

APPLYING THE UTPBD FRAMEWORK 

We instantiate our proposed UTPbD framework within two 

different contexts in order to tangibly illustrate its 

application. First, we extend Wisniewski et al.’s [63] work, 

which completed the first stage of our UTPbD framework by 

creating six privacy management strategy profiles of 

Facebook users. We build upon this work by taking directly 

applying PbD principles to the privacy controls within 

Facebook as they map to the user profiles. 

Second, we generalize our UTPbD framework beyond 

Facebook and SNSs by extrapolating Wisniewski et al.’s 

privacy profiles [63] to a new type of online platform: the 

“Total Learning Architecture” or TLA that is currently being 

developed by the Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative 

[44]. TLA is an architecture for “next-generation” learning 

systems. It comprises an open source set of specifications 

that describe how development patterns, interfaces (APIs), 

and data models can be implemented to facilitate sharing 

analytics about learners and their learning process across 

different platforms, systems and technologies [44]. Because 

TLA specifications are still in the process of being 

formalized, and thus, no actual systems currently, PbD is a 

well-suited methodology to be applied at this early juncture 

of design. Our goal is to show the value of applying our user-

tailored approach to PbD for TLAs. 



Privacy Behaviors on Facebook 

Wisniewski et al. [63] identified a total of 32 privacy 

behaviors that Facebook users can perform. They then 

followed the Knijnenburg et al. [28,30] approach to uncover 

eleven privacy activities on Facebook (see Table 1 in [63]): 

1. Altering News Feed includes hiding a story, changing a 

subscription, and unsubscribing from status updates. 

2. Moderating Timeline consists of deleting or hiding 

content, and reporting content as spam. 

3. Reputation management happens through untagging, or 

asking a friend to take down an unwanted photo or post. 

4. Limiting access is effected by reducing the default 

visibility of information shared through one’s Timeline, 

and of posts on others’ Timelines in which one is tagged. 

5. Blocking people consists of blocking a user, or adding 

them to the “restricted” list. 

6. Blocking apps/events happens by blocking invitations to 

install an app or join an event. 

7. Restricting chat availability is effected by going 

“offline” on Facebook Chat, or by changing the default 

visibility in Facebook Chat to invisible. 

8. Selective sharing happens when the user posts a photo 

or status message to a custom friend list. 

9. Custom friend list creation consists of categorizing a 

new or existing friend into a custom friend list. 

10. Withholding contact information includes withholding 

one’s cell phone number, other phone number, IM 

screen name, and street address. 

11. Withholding basic information consists of withholding 

one’s interests, religion and political views. 

Facebook Privacy Profiles 

Next, Wisniewski et al. identified six privacy management 

profiles that summarize the distinctly different ways in which 

users manage their privacy (see Figures 3-5 in [63]): 

1. Selective Sharers limit the audience with whom their 

share information. They limit the default visibility of 

posts on their Timeline and posts in which they are 

tagged. Additionally, they create custom friend lists, and 

use these to share content selectively. 

2. Self-Censors use few of the privacy features that allow 

for selective sharing, but instead protect their privacy by 

withholding information from anyone. 

3. Time Savers/Consumers use Facebook in a way that 

allows them to consume relevant information without 

being bothered by unwanted conversations or status 

updates. For them, privacy is less about the right to 

withhold information, and more about the “right to be 

left alone”. Consequently, they use privacy strategies to 

selectively read posts without being bothered by others.  

4. Privacy Maximizers employ every privacy activity 

available to them, except for limiting access to posts 

others’ make on their Timeline or tag them in. 

5. Privacy Balancers exhibit moderate levels of privacy 

management behaviors across the entire spectrum of 

privacy features. They do not engage in privacy 

management to the same extent as Maximizers, but are 

considerably more active than Minimalists. 

6. Privacy Minimalists use only a few common methods to 

protect their privacy. 

FEATURE-LEVEL UTPBD FOR FACEBOOK 

In this section, we propose design solutions based on the 

existing Facebook privacy management functionality that are 

tailored to the six profiles uncovered by Wisniewski et al. 

[63]. These UTPbD solutions (for an overview, see Table 1) 

make it easier for users with a certain privacy management 

strategies to engage in the privacy management behaviors 

that are associated with a particular user profile.  

PbD for Selective Sharers 

Selective Sharers want to limit the audience with whom they 

share information. In our design for these users, we propose 

setting the default access for posts to their Timeline and posts 

in which they are tagged to “friends only,” making it easier 

to assign friends to custom friend lists (Figure 2), and make 

the selective sharing options that Facebook provides when 

submitting a new post more prominent (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 2: A more prominent design for friend list 

management. Users can directly classify friends into a list.  

   

Figure 3: A more prominent design for selective sharing. Users 

can directly change the audience of a post with toggle buttons, 

without having to use the standard drop-down list.  

Selective Sharers are also relatively more likely to block 

apps, events and people, so we suggest to put the blocking 

functionality directly in the notifications list (Figure 4).  



 

Figure 4: A more prominent design for blocking apps, events, 

and people, that is displayed directly in the notifications. 

Additionally, Selective Sharers are relatively more likely to 

moderate posts on their Timeline, alter their News Feed, and 

manage their reputation by untagging. The default Facebook 

interface hides the features related to these activities under a 

dropdown at the top-right side of a post; we make them more 

directly accessible to Selective Sharers by placing additional 

buttons next to this dropdown (Figures 5 and 6) 

 

Figure 5: A more prominent design for News Feed and 

reputation management. Users can easily unfollow a user or a 

page, hide a post, and untag themselves. 

 

Figure 6: A more prominent design for Timeline moderation. 

Users can easily delete or hide posts on their Timeline. 

Finally, Selective Sharers prefer to limit their availability in 

Facebook’s chat. We thus automatically set these users to 

“offline” on chat when they log in, but make it easy to change 

their availability by using a toggle button (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: A more prominent design for restricting chat. Users 

can use the toggle to go online or offline in Facebook chat 

without having to use the standard options pop-up. 

PbD for Self-Censors 

Unlike Selective Sharers, who share abundantly but 

selectively, Self-Censors do not make distinctions between 

friends but instead prefer not to share their basic and contact 

information with anyone. For these users we set the default 

visibility of personal information (e.g. phone number, 

address, interests, religious and political views) to “only me” 

(Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8: The default visibility for Contact and Basic Info is 

set to “only me”. 

At the same time, we reduce interface clutter for these users 

by removing the friend list management functionality from 

the dialog that pops up when the user hovers over a friend’s 

name (Figure 9). Should the user want to categorize this 

friend after all, then they can still find this functionality by 

going to the friend’s page. 



 

Figure 9: A less prominent design for friend list management 

(left). The features that enable users to categorize friends into 

lists are removed from the dialog that pops up when the user 

hovers over a friend’s name in the original interface (right). 

PbD for Time Savers 

Time Savers use privacy strategies that enable them to 

selectively read posts without being bothered by unwanted 

chat messages or status updates. To facilitate this behavioral 

pattern, set their chat availability to “offline” by default, and 

make it easier to go offline on chat at any time by means of 

a toggle button (Figure 7). 

Time Savers also tend to alter their News Feed by deleting 

stories and/or hiding posts (Figure 5), but do not engage 

much in reputation management, so that feature may remain 

in the dropdown list rather than being displayed as a button. 

Time Savers also occasionally moderate their own Timeline, 

so we also highlight the dropdown menu that allows them to 

remove or hide posts in their Timeline (Figure 10), but unlike 

for Selective Sharers we do not pull these features out of the 

dropdown menu (as in Figure 6), because these behaviors are 

not as strong for Time Savers as they are for Selective 

Sharers. 

Finally, since time savers rarely create or use custom friend 

lists, we deemphasize this feature by removing the 

functionality from the friend popup dialog (Figure 9). 

 

Figure 10: A somewhat more prominent design for Timeline 

moderation. More emphasis is put on the dropdown menu 

where users can unfollow a user or a page, and untag 

themselves in a post. 

PbD for Privacy Maximizers 

Privacy Maximizers display the widest variety of privacy 

behaviors, i.e. they utilize almost all of the available privacy 

features. Therefore, increasing the accessibility of all of the 

eleven aforementioned privacy activities (except for the 

features that allow them to limit access to posts others’ make 

on their Timeline or tag them in) will help Privacy 

Maximizers to maintain their preferred settings. Specifically, 

we make it easier to manage custom friend lists (Figure 2), 

share posts selectively (Figure 3), alter their News Feed, 

manage their reputation through untagging (Figure 5), 

moderate posts on their Timeline (Figure 6), block apps, 

events and people (Figure 4), withhold personal information 

(Figure 8), and restrict chat accessibility (Figure 7). 

Note that the combination of these features is likely going to 

result in a considerably more cluttered interface. However, 

we argue that Privacy Maximizers are likely to have such 

strong privacy concerns that they prefer this cluttered 

interface over the standard Facebook interface (cf. [55,56]).  

PbD for Privacy Balancers 

Privacy Balancers display moderate levels of privacy 

management. Designing for these users is particularly hard; 

we cannot simply highlight all features like we do for 

Maximizers, because they do not seem to have similarly 

strong privacy concerns. Our solution is to make certain key 

privacy features more prominent. Specifically, we increase 

the accessibility of the settings for restricting their chat 

availability (Figure 7), Timeline moderation (the “light” 

version, Figure 10), altering post on their News Feed and 

managing their reputation (Figure 5), and blocking apps, 

events, and people (Figure 4).  

PbD for Privacy Minimalists  

Privacy Minimalists report the lowest levels of privacy 

management behavior among all user classes. For these users 

we keep the Facebook interface “as is”, except that we 

remove the friend list assignment functionality from the 

friend popup dialog (Figure 2).  

PERSONA-LEVEL UTPBD FOR TLA 

Privacy behaviors within TLA-based systems 

As an architecture that enables pervasive user monitoring, 

integration of various learning applications, and data sharing 

among different users, the TLA provides an excellent use 

case for the development of PbD solutions [43,44]. Indeed, 

the developers of TLA argue that “security and privacy 

considerations should be interwoven into the software 

development process from the very beginning. Engaging 

design assurance experts focused on securing and integrating 

subsystems into the final system will help address privacy 

and security concerns. (p. 71)” [43]. The TLA is envisioned 

to have a wide variety of users that span a broad spectrum of 

privacy attitudes. We therefore consider the implementation 

of privacy by design in TLA as a use case for extending our 

UTPbD methodology from an existing application (i.e. 

Facebook) to an application that is currently under 

development. 



Selective 

Sharers  

require a more restrictive default sharing 

setting, more prominent capabilities for 

friend list management and selective 

sharing, and a button to block apps, events 

and people in their notification window.  

Self-

Censors  

do not use selective sharing capabilities 

(hence some friend list management 

features could be hidden), but benefit from 

their basic and contact info to be shared 

with “only me” by default.  

Time 

Savers  

require more prominent News Feed 

moderation features, and their chat 

availability should be set to offline by 

default.  

Privacy 

Maximizers  

require all of the functionality described 

above. 

Privacy 

Balancers  

require more prominent controls to alter 

their News Feed and timeline, a toggle to 

easily go offline in chat, and a button to 

block apps, events and people in their 

notification window. 

Privacy 

Minimalists  

use very few privacy features, so the 

current Facebook interface would be 

sufficient. Since they do not use selective 

sharing capabilities, some of the friend list 

management features could be hidden. 

 Table 1: Overview of the UTPbD solution for Facebook. 

A system implementation leveraging the TLA specifications 

is envisioned to be an integrated, interoperable network of 

existing learning technologies that use pervasive user moni-

toring to provide meta-adaptive learning recommendations 

to a wide array of end-users [43]. Such a system would notify 

users regarding learning opportunities, track their progress, 

and provide users with personalized recommendations based 

on their personal goals and organizational needs. Social 

aspects, such as sharing recommendations, learning progress 

and achievements with peers and superiors, are also 

envisioned to play an important role in this process. Sharing 

this information is envisioned to expand exposure to learning 

content, encourage users to work harder, and increase 

organizational awareness of workers’ skills and capabilities. 

Meta-adaptation—recommendations that cross technical 

boundaries and are able to identify differences in how 

learning systems address learner needs—necessitates the 

sharing of data between and among individual systems [15].  

Yet, the TLA specifications have yet to be implemented in 

an actual learning ecosystem. Therefore, the approach taken 

by Wisniewski et. al. [63] for creating user profiles based on 

Facebook users’ past privacy behavior within the system is 

not feasible for this stage of the TLA, and limits our ability 

to apply UTPbD. However, we argue that Wisniewski et al.’s 

profiles are sufficiently generic in nature that they may be 

used to develop UTPbD solutions for applications in 

domains other than SNS. To explore this presumption, we 

use the same six profiles to develop user-tailored design 

guidelines for the TLA. We anticipate that users of TLA 

systems will also likely be users of social media, such as 

Facebook, and therefore, can identify with the profiles of 

Selective Sharers, Self-Censors, Time Savers, Maximizers, 

Balancers, and Minimalists. As such, we suggest several 

ways in TLA-based systems can address the concerns of such 

different types of users. 

PbD for Selective Sharers 

While Selective Sharers are selective in deciding with whom 

their personal information should be shared, they seem to 

have less concern about disclosing their information to 

system itself. In the context of a TLA system, they are 

expected to provide their skills, interests, training schedule 

and achievements with the system, which allows them to 

benefit from the TLA’s advanced personalization facilities. 

Note though, that in a network of training applications, they 

may be selective regarding the applications that they are 

willing to use (cf. blocking apps/events). 

Selective Sharers would be more restrictive regarding the 

social aspects of TLA. Specifically, they would be likely to 

carefully manage who is within their network (cf. friend list 

management, blocking people), what training outcomes are 

posted publicly (cf. Timeline moderation), and who gets to 

see the information that is collected or generated by the 

training systems (cf. selective sharing) or that other people 

share about them (cf. reputation management). This means 

that for Selective Sharers the TLA systems should reduce the 

default visibility of personal information (cf. limiting 

access), and have privacy features that allow them to hide 

certain information from the public, and share it only with 

select groups of contacts within their network, such as their 

direct coworkers. Since the TLA is likely to impact 

promotion decisions, Selective Sharers may want to keep 

training results and job aptitude scores strictly confidential, 

and share them with their supervisors only.  

Finally, Selective Sharers tend to consume selectively as 

well; they would be relatively more likely to limit 

communication while using the system (cf. restricting chat, 

altering News Feed). These activities are also prominent for 

Time Savers, so we discuss them in more detail below. 

PbD for Self-Censors 

Self-Censors tend to manage privacy by withholding 

information, and so TLA systems should allow these users 

limit the extent to which the system collects and tracks 

information about their skills, interests, training schedule and 

achievements are shared with the system (cf. withholding 

basic info, Timeline moderation). This lack of data collection 

is expected to hinder the personalization aspect of TLA, 

which is geared towards giving recommendations based on 

the user’s activities and interests. As such, it is important to 

make these users aware of the fact that their learning 

recommendations will consequently not be tailored to their 

personal situation and preferences. If Self-Censors indeed 



opt out of getting personalized learning recommendations, 

then the TLA system should still be able to provide relevant 

non-personalized recommendations, as well as a sufficiently 

powerful browsing functionality. This functionality could for 

instance give users a default set of the most popular learning 

tools for a specified task. This would be useful feature for 

Self-Censors, since it can expose them to relevant items 

without the need for extensive tracking. 

Systems in the TLA architecture also track learning progress 

and outcomes as a means to give users credit for their 

learning activity, which may eventually influence job-related 

decisions. If Self-Censors refuse to share their learning 

outcomes with the system, this could prevent them from 

getting credit altogether, and impede their career goals. It 

would thus be best if such learning outcomes were still 

tracked, but shared only with direct supervisors, and only at 

a granular level (e.g. no detailed learning activity report, but 

only an overall assessment of learning performance at a level 

of detail that is sufficient for making promotion decisions). 

For the social aspects of TLA, Self-Censors should be 

allowed to prevent their information from being shared with 

their network. Unlike Selective Sharers, Self-Censors would 

likely not customize sharing with specific groups, but instead 

allow hide it from the entire network. Note that Self-Censors 

also tend to hide their contact information; this indicates that 

they prefer to protect their “real world” privacy as well. Real 

world social functionality, such as suggestions for group 

training, should thus also be avoided. 

Privacy by Design for Time Savers 

Time Savers willingly provide their personal information to 

the system, but unlike Selective Sharers they tend to share it 

rather indiscriminately. Time Savers’ main privacy 

management strategy is to minimize the amount of 

communication they have while using the system, both when 

it comes to direct communication (cf. restricting chat) and 

indirect communication (cf. altering News Feed).  

A relatively direct design implication that can be derived 

from this privacy management strategy is that Time Savers 

should have the ability to opt out of social connectivity 

features such as chat or status updates if the TLA 

implementation has such functionality. 

A more indirect implication could be that the system should 

allow Timer Savers to consume relevant recommendations 

without being bothered by too much interaction. This may 

require features like allowing them to curate their list of 

suggested recommendations (cf. altering News Feed) and 

allowing them to switch off push notifications and emails 

sent out by the system. 

PbD  for Privacy Maximizers 

Privacy Maximizers employ almost all of the combined 

privacy management activities of Selective Sharers, Self-

Censors, and Time Savers. This means that all of the 

functionality described above should be available for Privacy 

Maximizers, which results in a system with features for 

reducing the collection and sharing of information, 

increasing the opportunity for curation, and allowing users to 

opt out of active notifications and social features. 

PbD  for Privacy Balancers 

As mentioned earlier, Privacy Balancers are difficult to 

design for: while they do not portray particularly high levels 

of privacy concern, they do employ a variety of privacy 

functionality, but only to a limited extent. Their most 

prominent privacy activities involve curation (cf. altering 

News Feed, Timeline moderation, reputation management), 

blocking (cf. blocking apps, events, and people), and 

avoiding direct interaction. 

We therefore suggest that Privacy Balancers to get the same 

functionality as Time Savers (i.e. allowing users to opt-out of 

active notifications and social features), plus some 

functionality to block specific learning applications and 

people, and to moderate some of the content of the system. 

Completely withholding of personal information is not 

necessary for Privacy Balancers, nor do they require any 

mechanism to carefully specify selective sharing of 

information with specific groups of people. 

PbD  for Privacy Minimalists 

While Privacy Minimalists constitute the least privacy-

sensitive privacy profile, it is important to contemplate 

design solutions for them as well. Particularly, for Privacy 

Minimalists the system needs to be designed in a way that 

unfettered personalization can take place. Tailoring to 

Privacy Minimalists means removing all possible barriers to 

data sharing, communication, and recommendation.  

Selective 

Sharers  

require sophisticated functionality to 

curate and selectively share their personal 

information and training outcomes with 

specific applications and groups of people. 

Self-

Censors  

require mechanisms for curation, non-

personalized mechanisms for the selection 

of learning material, and highly restricted 

forms of sharing learning outcomes. 

Time 

Savers  

should be able to opt out of active 

notifications and social features.  

Privacy 

Maximizers  

require all of the functionality described 

above. 

Privacy 

Balancers  

require mechanisms for curation, 

blocking, and avoiding direct interaction.  

Privacy 

Minimalists  

require systems that allow them to 

maximally benefit from their adaptive and 

social functionalities.  

Table 2: Overview of the UTPbD solution for TLA. 

DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE WORK 

Our work addresses the non-trivial question: “What 

adaptations can be made to support the user’s privacy 

management strategy in a user-tailored way?” We leveraged 

an existing classification of Facebook users’ privacy 

management behaviors, and tailored existing Facebook 

privacy features to the six profiles of this classification. 



Facebook’s original privacy functionality largely operates in 

the background (i.e. features are accessible through menus 

and dropdowns), so in our designs we bring features to the 

foreground based on the needs of each profile. We argued 

that this increases both their salience and their accessibility, 

thereby providing an “adaptive nudge”. 

We furthermore applied our user-tailored privacy by design 

approach to TLA, a next-generation learning architecture 

that is currently still in the conceptual stage. We successfully 

transferred the Facebook privacy management profiles to 

TLA by abstracting them to the level of personas. These 

personas allowed us to argue about the privacy features that 

TLA-based applications need to implement. 

Our work is not without limitations. First of all, while our 

tailored PbD solutions are based on outcomes of extensive 

user research, it would be useful to bring our work “full 

circle”, and test the suggested designs with the relevant 

groups of users. An experiment could be conducted to see 

how effective the profile-based PbD solutions are compared 

to the traditional Facebook interface (and potentially a 

“maxed out” interface with all PbD solutions enabled for 

every user) in terms of perceived privacy control, privacy 

threat, and overall system satisfaction. This study could also 

study the best method for classifying users into profiles: 

users could pick the profile by themselves, or we could 

implement some adaptive procedure for detecting the correct 

profile.  

Our work also makes the normative assumption that UTPbD 

systems should tailor the privacy functionality to the user’s 

current privacy practices. While this avoids nudging users 

into using features they do not want to use [52], one could 

question whether e.g. Privacy Minimalists fall into that 

profile because of a conscious decision, or because they are 

simply not aware of the privacy features that are available in 

the system [63]. In the latter case, one could argue for a 

version of UTPbD that highlights and makes accessible those 

features that the user is currently not using, in an effort make 

them more aware of these features, and more conscious of 

what they can do to maintain their privacy. Would this 

“antithetical user tailoring” method increase privacy 

awareness, or would the highlighted features simply be 

ignored, while reducing users’ overall satisfaction? Future 

work can conduct a controlled experiment testing these two 

approaches against each other in order to find out. 

A final limitation is that we make a theoretical jump by using 

the Facebook privacy profiles as personas for TLA. This 

limitation is hard to overcome, because TLA is still in a 

conceptual state. As TLA gets implemented in real learning 

applications, we can do a study to observe its users’ privacy 

behaviors, and develop profiles based on this data. The 

similarity between the current Facebook profiles and the 

profiles we will detect in TLA will give us a good indication 

of the effectiveness of applying UTPbD at the persona-level 

in new networked applications. 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have presented a framework of user-tailored 

privacy by design as a means to provide privacy management 

support for a diverse set of users with a wide variety of 

privacy management strategies. Our work covers the 

implementation of privacy by design for each of the six 

privacy management profiles developed by Wisniewski et al. 

[63], and furthermore extends this approach to privacy 

recommendations for the Total Learning Architecture (TLA) 

that is being developed by the Advanced Distributed 

Learning (ADL) initiative. 

Beyond existing privacy by design solutions, our work 

acknowledges the inherent heterogeneity of users’ privacy 

preferences and management strategies, and attempts to give 

users the privacy they want by tailoring the design solutions 

to these preferences and strategies. Moreover, beyond 

existing user-tailored privacy solutions that focus on user-

tailored sharing settings, our work attempts to tailor to the 

user’s management of relational, territorial, network, and 

interactional boundaries. As such, our work provides a more 

comprehensive adaptation strategy based on user-tailored 

privacy by design solutions. 
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